
 

Work for students NOT attending school from: 

Wednesday 10 March 

Monday 15 March 

Monday 22 March 

Subject Physical Education  
 

Year Group 7 

Week beginning 10 
March 

Due to lack of facilities students will be participating in Netball/Football 
lessons this week.  

Remote Classroom work 

Please choose which activity you would prefer to complete. Or, if you 
wish, you can complete both activities.  

 
Netball 
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Wall rebounds): 
1. If possible, draw a mark on an outside wall (brick is ideal) 

with chalk and practice throwing the ball, aiming for this 
target. Make sure that you are putting enough power 
behind your throw to catch the netball on the rebound. 

2. Progression: as your precision improves, take a step back 
and repeat the drill from further away. 

3. You could then add more targets at different heights and 
distances to vary your routine. Try shoulder passes, chest 
passes, lobs and bounce passes and alternate between 
your dominant and non-dominant hand.  

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 

https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150


Football  
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Ball mastery and coordination): Follow the link and 
complete the different exercises ensuring that you give yourself a 
‘pause’ between each activity. Take your time when completing 
the different exercises focusing on control and technique (Video 
of exercises). 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 
Week Week beginning 
15 March 

Due to lack of facilities students will be participating in Netball/Football 
lessons this week. 

Remote Classroom work 

Please choose which activity you would prefer to complete. Or, if you 
wish, you can complete both activities. 
 

Netball 
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Footwork): Watch the video to identify the different 
footwork techniques and practice by copying what the netballer 
is performing. Make sure that you are following the key teaching 
points provided. Repeat each type of footwork at least 10 times 
(footwork video). 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 

Football  
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Training drills): Watch the video and complete the 
different training skills shown. Please pause the video after each 
skill has been explained/demonstrated and practice it for 
1minute. Repeat the same skill 3 times i.e., each skill will be 
practiced for a total of 3minutes (training drills video). 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 
Week beginning 22 
March 

Basketball  

Remote Classroom work 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity 1 (Passing):  
1. Stand 2m away from a wall. 

https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hskO9140mjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hskO9140mjo
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtnDm52t_eM
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m3cQucR2i4
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/


2. You will need one basketball. 
3. Using a timer/stopwatch you will need to time 1min. 
4. You are going to pass the ball with your right hand against 

the wall and then catch it with your left hand. You will then 
repeat the process by passing the ball back with your left 
hand and catching it in your right hand. Each time you 
catch it counts as one pass.  

5. Record how many passes you complete in 1 minute. e.g. 
20. 

 Activity 2 (Dribbling):  
1. Set up 2 cones 5m apart (or use two lines 5m apart). 
2. You will need one basketball. 
3. Using a timer/stopwatch you will need to time 1min. 
4. You are going to dribble the ball with your dominant hand 

(preferred hand) up to the line and return to the line 
dribbling with your non dominant hand (weaker hand). 
Each 5mlength completed is counted as 1 shuttle. 

5. Record how many dribble shuttles you complete in 1 
minute. e.g. 6. 

 Activity 3 (Shooting):  
1. Set up with a basketball and a basketball hoop (use a 

target on a wall if you can't access a hoop). You will also 
need a line/cone positioned 3m away from the 
hoop/target which is directly in line with the hoop/target. 

2. You will need one basketball. 
3. Using a timer/stopwatch you will need to time 1min. 
4. You are going to start by standing underneath the 

hoop/target. You must then dribble the ball out to the 3m 
line/cone. Perform a stop, and then pivot so you are facing 
the basket/target. You then perform a set shot. Each shot 
you get in counts as 1. 

5. Record how many shots you successful score in 1 minute. 
e.g. 5 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches) 

 

 

Year Group 8 

Week beginning 10 
March 

Due to lack of facilities students will be participating in Netball/Football 
lessons this week. 

Remote Classroom work 

Please choose which activity you would prefer to complete. Or, if you 
wish, you can complete both activities.  

 
Netball 
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Wall rebounds): 
1. If possible, draw a mark on an outside wall (brick is ideal) 

with chalk and practice throwing the ball, aiming for this 
target. Make sure that you are putting enough power 

https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/


behind your throw to catch the netball on the rebound. 
2. Progression: as your precision improves, take a step back 

and repeat the drill from further away. 
3. You could then add more targets at different heights and 

distances to vary your routine. Try shoulder passes, chest 
passes, lobs and bounce passes and alternate between 
your dominant and non-dominant hand.  

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches) 

 

Football  
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Ball mastery and coordination): Follow the link and 
complete the different exercises ensuring that you give yourself a 
‘pause’ between each activity. Take your time when completing 
the different exercises focusing on control and technique (Video 
of exercises). 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 
Week Week beginning 
15 March 

Due to lack of facilities students will be participating in Netball/Football 
lessons this week. 

Remote Classroom work 

Please choose which activity you would prefer to complete. Or, if you 
wish, you can complete both activities. 
 

Netball 
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Footwork): Watch the video to identify the different 
footwork techniques and practice by copying what the netballer 
is performing. Make sure that you are following the key teaching 
points provided. Repeat each type of footwork at least 10 times 
(footwork video). 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 

Football  
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Training drills): Watch the video and complete the 
different training skills shown. Please pause the video after each 
skill has been explained/demonstrated and practice it for 
1minute. Repeat the same skill 3 times i.e., each skill will be 
practiced for a total of 3minutes (training drills video). 

https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hskO9140mjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hskO9140mjo
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtnDm52t_eM
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m3cQucR2i4


 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 

Week beginning 22 
March 

Basketball 

Remote Classroom work 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity 1 (Passing):  
1. Stand 2m away from a wall. 
2. You will need one basketball. 
3. Using a timer/stopwatch you will need to time 1min. 
4. You are going to pass the ball with your right hand against 

the wall and then catch it with your left hand. You will then 
repeat the process by passing the ball back with your left 
hand and catching it in your right hand. Each time you 
catch it counts as one pass.  

5. Record how many passes you complete in 1 minute. e.g. 
20. 

 Activity 2 (Dribbling):  
1. Set up 2 cones 5m apart (or use two lines 5m apart). 
2. You will need one basketball. 
3. Using a timer/stopwatch you will need to time 1min. 
4. You are going to dribble the ball with your dominant hand 

(preferred hand) up to the line and return to the line 
dribbling with your non dominant hand (weaker hand). 
Each 5mlength completed is counted as 1 shuttle. 

5. Record how many dribble shuttles you complete in 1 
minute. e.g. 6. 

 Activity 3 (Shooting):  
1. Set up with a basketball and a basketball hoop (use a 

target on a wall if you can't access a hoop). You will also 
need a line/cone positioned 3m away from the 
hoop/target which is directly in line with the hoop/target. 

2. You will need one basketball. 
3. Using a timer/stopwatch you will need to time 1min. 
4. You are going to start by standing underneath the 

hoop/target. You must then dribble the ball out to the 3m 
line/cone. Perform a stop, and then pivot so you are facing 
the basket/target. You then perform a set shot. Each shot 
you get in counts as 1. 

5. Record how many shots you successful score in 1 minute. 
e.g. 5 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches) 

 

 

Year Group 9 

Week beginning 10 
March 

Due to lack of facilities students will be participating in Netball/Football 
lessons this week. 

https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150


Remote Classroom work 

Please choose which activity you would prefer to complete. Or, if you 
wish, you can complete both activities.  

 
Netball 
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Wall rebounds): 
1. If possible, draw a mark on an outside wall (brick is ideal) 

with chalk and practice throwing the ball, aiming for this 
target. Make sure that you are putting enough power 
behind your throw to catch the netball on the rebound. 

2. Progression: as your precision improves, take a step back 
and repeat the drill from further away. 

3. You could then add more targets at different heights and 
distances to vary your routine. Try shoulder passes, chest 
passes, lobs and bounce passes and alternate between 
your dominant and non-dominant hand.  

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 

 

Football  
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Ball mastery and coordination): Follow the link and 
complete the different exercises ensuring that you give yourself a 
‘pause’ between each activity. Take your time when completing 
the different exercises focusing on control and technique (Video 
of exercises). 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 

Week Week beginning 
15 March 

Due to lack of facilities students will be participating in Netball/Football 
lessons this week. 

Remote Classroom work 

Please choose which activity you would prefer to complete. Or, if you 
wish, you can complete both activities. 
 

Netball 
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Footwork): Watch the video to identify the different 
footwork techniques and practice by copying what the netballer 
is performing. Make sure that you are following the key teaching 
points provided. Repeat each type of footwork at least 10 times 
(footwork video). 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 

https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hskO9140mjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hskO9140mjo
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtnDm52t_eM


making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 

Football  
 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity (Training drills): Watch the video and complete the 
different training skills shown. Please pause the video after each 
skill has been explained/demonstrated and practice it for 
1minute. Repeat the same skill 3 times i.e., each skill will be 
practiced for a total of 3minutes (training drills video). 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches). 

 
Week beginning 22 
March 

Basketball 

Remote Classroom work 

 Warm-up: Please warm-up effectively to avoid injury. If you are 
unsure what to do then follow this link (example warm-up 
exercises). 

 Activity 1 (Passing):  
1. Stand 2m away from a wall. 
2. You will need one basketball. 
3. Using a timer/stopwatch you will need to time 1min. 
4. You are going to pass the ball with your right hand against 

the wall and then catch it with your left hand. You will then 
repeat the process by passing the ball back with your left 
hand and catching it in your right hand. Each time you 
catch it counts as one pass.  

5. Record how many passes you complete in 1 minute. e.g. 
20. 

 Activity 2 (Dribbling):  
1. Set up 2 cones 5m apart (or use two lines 5m apart). 
2. You will need one basketball. 
3. Using a timer/stopwatch you will need to time 1min. 
4. You are going to dribble the ball with your dominant hand 

(preferred hand) up to the line and return to the line 
dribbling with your non dominant hand (weaker hand). 
Each 5mlength completed is counted as 1 shuttle. 

5. Record how many dribble shuttles you complete in 1 
minute. e.g. 6. 

 Activity 3 (Shooting):  
1. Set up with a basketball and a basketball hoop (use a 

target on a wall if you can't access a hoop). You will also 
need a line/cone positioned 3m away from the 
hoop/target which is directly in line with the hoop/target. 

2. You will need one basketball. 
3. Using a timer/stopwatch you will need to time 1min. 
4. You are going to start by standing underneath the 

hoop/target. You must then dribble the ball out to the 3m 
line/cone. Perform a stop, and then pivot so you are facing 
the basket/target. You then perform a set shot. Each shot 

https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m3cQucR2i4
https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/
https://primecoachingsport.wordpress.com/2020/02/07/simple-warm-up-exercises-for-any-p-e-lesson/


you get in counts as 1. 
5. Record how many shots you successful score in 1 minute. 

e.g. 5 

 Cool down: Please complete a cool-down after the session 
making sure that you stretch the different muscle groups you 
have worked. See link for example stretches (example stretches) 

 

 

https://www.verywellfit.com/relaxing-total-body-stretches-1231150

